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LOOK HOMEWARD
What I would say to you has less to do with Wake Forest than with that
which Wake Forest took from me.

The only and rather considerable consolation

in my loss is that Wake Forest became the glass through which I saw at first
dimly, and now, face to face.
My brother, my sister and I are the fifth generation to grow tall and strong
on our family fann in Virginia's blue mountains.

My great-great-grandfather

built a log cabin for his bride under the same oak tree that shades our home
today.

My great-grandmother hid her china in the well and her horses in the

cellar while she waited for my great-grandfather to return from a Yankee prison
camp.

My grandfather scraped and saved through the Depression to buy the interests

of his six brothers and sisters and passed the fann intact to his only child, my
father.

For a century and a half, my family has been born, lived and died

searching eastward for the first white light behind the hill in the morning and
gazing westward at the cleft in the mountains where the sun sets in the evening.
But we three children are the heirs to a world very different from that of
my parents and grandparents; so I will leave the land from which we have come and
to which we return when our lives become tired, and·dying is the gracious gesture.
As I leave to live and work elsewhere, I have a sense of completeness, of the
sealing of bonds which will sustain me throughout life.
The first of those bonds is tradition,

My goals, expectations, values,and

faith correspond, sometimes more gracefully than other times, to the collective
wisdom and standards of five generations,

This correspondence creates that sense

of continuity that every fanner knows and watches through the seasons of every
year in the cycle from birth to decay to new life,

It is the continuity through

which pain diminishes, disgrace fades, sorrow abates, happiness fluctuates, and
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we endure, despite ourselves.

It is tradition, that knowledge of who we are and

why we are what we are, that teaches me to endure,
Second and more dear to me are the bonds I have with my family,

The stern

faces that peer from dark portraits and the spidery signatures on the fragile
pages of a family Bible belong not to names but to personalities that I have learned
and known, even though they died before my birth.

They strengthened and sustained

each other with the same loyalty, security1and love that they passed to succeeding
generations.
This foundation extends beyond my immediate family into a community of
people who work hard, laugh easilyJand cry without shame.
that watched and nurtured me as I grew.

It is the community

It is the community that responds

generously to one's crisis, sorrow, or happiness,

A silent house with a wreath

of white on the door fills quickly with weatherbeaten fanners and their strong
wives bearing food and talking softly of a day-old filly or the first green
shoots of corn,

Likewise, a rejoicing home spills its celebration onto porches

and into lilac-shaded yards.
To smell fresh hay in the cool darkness of a barn that sheltered draft
horses; to cup in my hand icy water from the spring that cooled and kept sweet
butter; to clear the vines from the grave of a baby who breathed-but once-a hundred years ago; to stand on a hill above the willow tree, aware of the spirits
of those who lived and died before, to feel them brush past laughing, exclaiming,
weeping, shouting, praying--that is the evidence of men and women who forthright
and courageously confronted the business of living and in so doing, loved life.
Behind them they left a concrete symbol and an indomitable spirit that survives
droughts, failures, war~ disappointments, and death.
Wake Forest, a new tradition and community, demanded, even required, that
I examine the worth of the old tradition and community in a sometimes painful
process.

But in return, Wake Forest gave me opportunity to sharpen my senses

and perceptions

and to enlarge my heart and mind to carry that fann with me for

the many more years I will spend away from it.

Wake Forest helped me find the

heart to recognize and the voice to articulate that which I hold dear.
With great faith in the decency and strength of men, with confidence
the love and support of a few, and with great delight in the possibilities
may hold, I leave my home and Wake Forest.
far behind me,

Never will the former,

in
life

The latter may someday seem to lie

